
CANBERRA, AUSTRALIA — A
new miniscule nitrogen dioxide
sensor could help protect the en-
vironment from vehicle pollu-
tants that cause lung disease
and acid rain. Researchers from
TMOS, the Australian Research
Council Centre of Excellence for
Transformative Meta-Optical
Systems have developed a sensor
made from an array of
nanowires, in a square one fifth
of a millimeter per side, which

GARDENA, CA — Pemtron re-
cently introduced its EAGLE 3D
8800 TWIN, a system that pro-
vides 3D automated optical in-

spection (AOI) of both the top
and bottom sides of a PCB simul-
taneously. The AOI system uses
12-way projection on both sides

for 3D measurements on all mod-
els to minimize errors due to
shadowing. It also performs
100% 2D and 3D inspection con-
currently in all fields of view.

“Our new head type has been
upgraded from the existing head
for 3D formation that is identical
to the real image and is more sta-
ble based on the accumulated
technology for decades,” says
Steven Wongsonvanee, general
manager, Pemtron. “The simple
head composition means more
space, convenient maintenance
and easy assembly, and the accu-
rate 3D improves repeatability.”

Fully Featured

Features of the system in-
clude the ability to inspect both
sides of a single PCB in 3D si-
multaneously and in line. It has
12 3D projectors per inspection
head on the top and bottom, twin
multiring colored lighting, 1.06
in. (27 mm) inspection height,
twin 9 or 10 MP high-speed cam-
eras, twin linear stages, an algo-
rithm that handles simultaneous
3D inspection, and a telecentric
lens for optimal accuracy.

Four high-definition cam-
eras on the side and a dedicated
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Pemtron’s EAGLE 3D 8800 TWIN AOI system.

Pemtron Launches 
Double-Sided 3D AOI

Continued on page 6

Juki aids Matric with auto-
mated component storage.

EM services begin on ...
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OKOS' SAM increases the
reliability of electromechani-
cal sensors. Special features

begin on ...

Page 60 Vertical Electrochemical
Transistors Show Promise
EVANSTON, IL — A transdisci-
plinary Northwestern University
research team has developed a
revolutionary transistor that is
expected to be ideal for light-
weight, flexible, high-perform-
ance bioelectronics.

The electrochemical transis-
tor is compatible with blood and
water and can amplify important
signals, making it especially use-
ful for biomedical sensing. Such a
transistor could enable wearable
devices for onsite signal process-
ing, right at the biology-device in-
terface. Potential applications in-
clude measuring heartbeat and
levels of sodium and potassium in
blood as well as eye motion for
studying sleep disorders.

“All modern electronics use
transistors, which rapidly turn
current on and off,” says Tobin J.
Marks, a co-corresponding au-
thor of the study. “Here we use
chemistry to enhance the switch-

ing. Our electrochemical transis-
tor takes performance to a total-
ly new level. You have all the

Continued on page 8
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Vertical electrochemical
transistor, based on 
electronic polymer.

properties of a conventional
transistor but far higher
transconductance (a measure of
the amplification it can deliver),
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Cornell Dubilier intros new
Flatpack aluminum elec-

trolytic capacitors. Product
previews begin on ...
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21241 S. Western Ave.
Suite 140
Torrance, CA 90501
Phone: (310) 540-7310
Fax: (310) 540-7930

1580 Boggs Rd. 
#900
Duluth, GA, 30096
Phone: (770) 446-3116
Fax: (770) 446-3118

See more information at

Ask for a quote today!

23785 Cabot Blvd.  
Suite 306 
Hayward, CA 94545
Tel:  510-293-0580
Fax:  510-293-0940

Table-top 23S Model offers  
a small footprint for limited  
production space

· Competitive price and short lead time
(New inventory arriving!)
· Easy Windows GUI
software programming
· Reads QR codes & fiducial
marks automatically
· MES interface and more
features

Stand-alone/In-line 34XJ model offers 
flexibility and advanced features

· Stand-alone or In-line selection · Robot interface for robot communication
· Traceability for managing routing date/status
· Automatic router bit changer and confirm bit size
· Improved tact time with fast travel
speed (Max 1000mm/sec)
· Upgraded dust-collection system
for high quality output
· Cut precisely with high
repeatability (±0.01mm/10μm)
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Easy Windows GUI 
software programming 

Clean depaneling Automation of PCB 
loading & unloading

Introducing 2 new models of 
Sayaka PCB Depaneling Router

A
t a recent microwave symposium, Vir-
ginia Diodes employees wore shirts
that read “The D-band is the new E-

band.” Covering 60 to 90 GHz, the E-band is
a well-established high-capacity solution for
a number of mmWave applications. With
radio links that can reach up to 20 Gbps, this
band has been an attractive and cost-effec-
tive space for design engineers to mine. How-
ever, there is a growing appetite
for more, and meeting that ever-

increasing demand for greater
data transmitted at higher speeds
will require the move up to higher
frequencies such as the D-band
(110 to 170 GHz).

However, currently, there is
simply not enough infrastructure in place to
support such a move. The real question is can
that infrastructure be built out within the

next 5 to 10 years when the push up the spec-
trum will no longer be optional?  

In telecom alone, the need to support bil-
lions of users at higher data rates will re-
quire the utilization of higher and higher fre-
quency bands. Yet, a lack of available mil-
limeter wave (mmWave) components is cre-
ating a two-pronged problem. 

“First, system designers making active

electronics above 100 Gigahertz are going to
need millimeter wave components and cost-
effective and high-performance equipment

for testing,” explains Jeffrey Hesler, Ph.D.,
CTO of Virginia Diodes, Inc. (VDI) “However,
those of us that make the test and measure-
ment equipment also need those high-fre-
quency components to improve our systems.
So, that is something we are constantly bat-
tling.” 

While not exactly a catch-22, these de-
pendent conditions can slow development

down while each incremental step
is reached. It is not just telecom
that will require the added band-
width available within the D-band.
Industries like military and de-
fense, remote sensing and security,
atmospheric science, radio astrono-
my, and automotive are all racing
to unlock these higher frequencies. 

“At the D-band, you are look-
ing at 100 Gigabytes per second
(Gbps). That is a ton of band-
width,” adds Hesler. “So, everyone
is asking the same question, ‘how
do we get there?’”

Bridging the gap

The issue extends beyond just
the dearth of test and measurement equip-
ment for mmWave and THz frequencies. 

VDI VNA extender.

A Gold Rush to D-Band and Beyond

Continued on next page

By Greg Rankin

Advancements in test and
measurement equipment
are allowing millimeter

wave component 
manufacturers to ramp up

production at mmWave 
and THz frequencies.

https://seikausa.com/


In order to make these
small, low-cost VNAs available to
higher frequencies, some compa-
nies are now releasing custom
modules that pair high-perform-
ance extender analyzers with the
new VNAs. 

As an example, VDI manu-
factures extenders for traditional
VNAs that can reach in excess of
1,100 GHz. For the new compact
USB VNAs, the company is able
to extend the test and measure-
ment capabilities up to the lower
end of the THz regime (400 GHz)
bridging the gap between low
cost and high performance.   

Seeing is believing

At the aforementioned mi-
crowave symposium, the exten-
der analyzer technology was test-
ed on a patent-pending millime-
ter wave hybrid circulator (150 to
190 GHz). 

Manufactured by Micro Har-
monics Corporation (MHC), the
new component can theoretically
cover entire waveguide bands
with relatively low insertion loss
and more than 20 dB of isolation.
It will enable designers to push
greater volumes of data through
systems operating in the upper
regions of the mmWave spec-
trum.

“For mmWave component
manufacturers like us, this combi-
nation of a cost-effective VNA and
extender analyzers is a game-
changer,” says David Porter  field,
Founder and CEO of MHC. 

It has already paid divi-
dends for Micro Harmonics,
which under a two-phase Small
Business Innovation Research
(SBIR) contract awarded by
NASA, is developing a complete
line of hybrid circulators operat-
ing in every standard waveguide
band from 50 to 250 GHz over the
course of the next two years.

By providing a major boost
to existing test and measurement
equipment VDI is able to piggy-
back on many of the advance-
ments that VNA manufacturers
have developed in the lower mi-
crowave frequency. This will
allow for more innovation and de-
velopment within the mmWave
spectrum.   

Incremental steps

Another huge benefit of utilizing new
VNAs at higher frequencies is the ability to
generate multiport measurements.

“Typically, we have only been able to get
either a one-port measurement or a two-port
measurement at a time,” explains Porter-
field. “Now there are VNAs that can test up
to 8 measurements at once. For companies
looking to ramp up production, this allows
them the ability to greatly increase the rate
of testing.” 

This is especially important to compa-
nies that fully RF tests each component
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Micro Harmonics’ collection of isolators.

A Gold Rush to D-Band and Beyond

www.Mechnano.com

We can take the HEAT!
3D Printed material with  
Nano-Uniform ESD for Wave  
Solder, SMT Reflow, and  

For Wave Solder Pallets & other  

 Chip carriers for high temp bake out
 
  

C-Lite

Fabricate machined-quality ESD parts with smooth 

Printers (DLP, LCD, SLA).

C-Lite is made with MechT (discrete carbon

failures.

Continued from previous page

“The problem is cost and mobility,” says 
Hesler. “You’re going to need high-perform-
ance test and measurement equipment, and 
then when you go from design to production 
you have to deploy a greater number of these 
systems, so they need to be smaller and hope-
fully cost less.”

As any system designer knows, it can be 
quite difficult to move the sensitive and 
bulky test and measurement equipment used 
in R&D around a production facility. So, 
VNA manufacturers have recently intro-
duced a streamlined approach with USB de-
vices that are smaller, portable and cost 
much less than the benchtop models. The 
only issue is that these only oper-
ate at microwave frequencies
(26.5 to 75 GHz). 

Continued on page 50

https://mechnano.com/
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Noise free e-mobility
e-Mobility is no longer a question of tomorrow and the
number of e-vehicles is increasing day by day. Handling EMI
noise is becoming more and more crucial, when it comes to
design new electronic devices and systems. Würth
Elektronik offers a wide range of EMC components, which
support the best possible EMI suppression for all kinds of
e-mobility applications. With an outstanding design-in
support, catalogue products ex stock and samples free of
charge, the time to market can significantly be accelerated.
Besides ferrites for assembly into cables or harnesses,
Würth Elektronik offers many PCB mounted ferrites and
common mode chokes as well as EMI shielding products.

www.we-online.com/emobility

• Large portfolio of EMC components
• Design-in-support
• Samples free of charge
• Orders below MOQ
• Design kits with lifelong free refill

#EMCFOREMOBILITY© 
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TAKING THE NOISE
OUT OF E-MOBILITY

WE meet @
embedded world
Hall 2, Booth 110

A Gold Rush to D-Band 
and Beyond

around the production floor
much more easily. Additionally,
due to the small USB form fac-
tor, they can also be deployed in
the field.   

“We have customers who
want a more mobile setup,” adds
Hesler. “They want to take them
up on the roof, move around this
system, and do what’s called

‘channel sounding’ which is es-
sentially looking at how a signal 
propagates.”

The next frontier

There are a number of is-
sues facing system designers 
looking at the next frontier of 
radar and communication sys-
tems. Building components at 
frequencies above 100 GHz be-
comes increasingly difficult be-
cause of the physics. As you 
move up the electromagnetic 
(EM) spectrum the wavelengths 
get shorter, requiring the con-
stituent parts to also decrease in 
size. At mmWave frequencies the 
parts are tiny and even the 
smallest misalignment can sig-
nificantly degrade performance.

Micro Harmonics’ Porter -
field believes those challenges 
can be overcome with the right 
motivation.  

“We are talking about trans-
mitting a billion bytes of data in 
a single second at the D-band. 
That is like catnip,” concludes 
Porterfield. “So, everyone is look-
ing for ways to make it happen 
sooner, rather than later.”

Contact: Micro Harmonics, 
20 S Roanoke Street, Suite 202, 
Fincastle, VA 24090 
% 540-473-9983 
E-mail: sales@mhc1.com
Web:www.microharmonics.com 
r

Continued from page 47

using over 1,200 data points 
across the band. 

“Micro Harmonics has really 
been innovative in mmWave and 
THz regime having designed a 
full line of millimeter wave isola-
tors from 50 to 400 GHz,” adds 
VDI’s Hesler. “In fact, it’s those 
isolators that enable our exten-
der analyzers to operate at those 
higher frequencies.”

Having a low-cost option for 
VNAs used in conjunction with 
the mmWave extender analyzers 
will allow manufacturers the 
ability to move the equipment

“We are talking about 
transmitting a billion bytes
of data in a single second
at the D-band. That is like

catnip...everyone is looking
for ways to make it happen
sooner, rather than later.”

See at APEC, Booth 232

https://www.eraser.com/
https://www.we-online.com/en/components/products
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